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Continuous-wave laser annealing of metallic layers
for CuInSe2 solar cell applications: eﬀect of
preheating treatment on grain growth†
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Ultra-fast thermal annealing of semiconductor materials using a laser can be revolutionary for short
processing times and low manufacturing costs. Here we investigate Cu–In–Se thin ﬁlms as precursors
for CuInSe2 semiconductor absorber layers via laser annealing. The reaction mechanism of laser
annealed metal stacks is revealed by measuring ex situ X-ray diﬀractograms, Raman spectra and
composition. It is shown that the formation of CuInSe2 occurs via the formation of CuxSe/InxSey binary
phases as in conventional annealing routes, despite the entirely diﬀerent annealing time scale. Prealloying the Cu and In metals prior to laser annealing signiﬁcantly enhances the selenisation reaction
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rate. Laser annealing for six seconds approaches a near phase-pure material, which exhibits similar
crystalline quality to the reference material annealed for ninety minutes in a tube furnace. The estimated
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quasi Fermi level splitting deﬁcit for the laser annealed material is only 60 meV lower than the reference
sample, which implies a high optoelectronic quality.

Introduction
Despite ongoing progress in photovoltaic (PV) material development, PV module manufacturing processes with lower costs
and higher throughput are necessary to make this a more
widespread technology in the energy production market. Thin
lm PV devices contain compound semiconductor absorber
layers, which have to be annealed at high temperatures for
several minutes to hours in order to exhibit the appropriate
opto-electronic properties. One way to increase throughput is to
move from conventional resistive annealing of the substrate
and absorber layer to laser annealing (LA) of the absorber layer
only. As well as shorter annealing times and compatibility with
in-line manufacturing, LA can have a lower energy input cost
when compared to conventional furnace annealing.1 Further,
LA oﬀers localised heating which would enable higher reaction
temperatures on temperature sensitive substrates, such as
polyimide foils. This becomes increasingly attractive in terms of
continuous processing, as it can be applied in roll-to-roll processing of exible substrates. High throughput and low-cost
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deposition methods can also be implemented in these
processes, such as electrodeposition or printing.2
Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGS) and the related alloys are used as
absorber layers in PV devices, and produce the highest power
conversion eﬃciencies (exceeding 23%) of all inorganic thin
lm technologies.3,4 The record devices contain CIGS thin lms
that are synthesised by thermally heating stacked metal layered
precursors. The thermal annealing process is typically performed in chalcogen atmosphere in a furnace.5,6 Here, we
investigate these solid state and gas/solid reactions with LA,
which take place on a two orders of magnitude faster time scale.
The aim of this work is to understand the eﬀect of ultra-fast
annealing on the reaction pathway of LA metal stacked
precursors, which may diﬀer to conventional annealing routes.
By identifying the reaction pathway we provide access to a new
kinetic regime for fast annealing routes and we assess the
potential of this approach for thin lm solar cell materials.
In previous work, we demonstrated the potential of this
approach by performing LA on a CuInSe2 (CIS) precursor which
was electrodeposited with all elements in a single step at room
temperature. These precursors consist of a single layer with all
the elements intimately mixed in an amorphous/highly nanocrystalline state. LA induced crystallisation to produce 200 nm
sized grains on a time scale of only 1 s. The LA absorbers could
be converted into rst working devices with a 23 mA cm2 short
circuit current.7 Nonetheless, the material showed lateral nonuniform properties, which largely originated from the
precursor deposition step.
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Having shown the potential of LA for co-deposited CIS, here
we focus on a stacked elemental layer precursor which can be
made laterally uniform and is more industrially relevant.8 LA of
metal stacks for CIS formation has been proven to be rather
challenging, due to Se loss and dewetting of the absorber from
the substrate.1 Further, metal stacked precursors exhibit
a strong elemental gradient, as opposed to the co-deposited
material with intimately mixed elements. The requirement for
a signicant elemental interdiﬀusion in addition to the grain
growth adds a factor of complexity in this approach. Previous
work on metal precursors used a Se/Cu/In metal stacked
conguration and a continuous wave (CW) argon-ion laser (l ¼
457.9 to 514.5 nm). However, no opto-electronic characterisation has been reported, due to strong Se loss at the temperatures reached during LA at that setup.9,10 Preliminary work
from our group using a 1064 nm CW laser on Cu/In/Se samples
showed a large amount of secondary phases by XRD and a lack
of clear evidence of CIS formation.7 This was attributed to
insuﬃcient annealing temperature reached for elemental
diﬀusion and reaction to occur, as well as the Se loss.7
The reaction mechanism for selenising stacked metal
precursors in a tube furnace11 or in a rapid thermal processing
(RTP) oven12 has been investigated. In both cases there are
a series of intermediate reactions taking place, with the binary
chalcogenide phases being formed rst, before reacting
together to form CIS. For the case of the tube furnace
annealing, co-sputtering of Cu/In was found to be benecial to
achieve complete mixing of the metals in the precursor lm.11
Similarly, a mild heating step can also be implemented to
eﬀectively alloy the stacked layers prior to selenisation. This
“pre-alloying step” was shown to improve the metal distribution in the precursor, thereby enhancing the grain growth in
the subsequent reactive annealing step.13 The pre-alloying step
was also found to suppress side reactions which would
otherwise lead to poor crystallinity in the nal lm.14 Specically in non-prealloyed lms, In2Se3 reacted with liquid Se at
200  C, resulting in large Se loss from the lm and eventually
lm delamination.14
Modelling of the optical absorption for the Cu/In/Se stacked
precursor showed that the laser beam power (for 1 s annealing
time) is dissipated within a narrow region at the surface of the
In metal, with >80% of the irradiation being reected.7 Here, we
increase the annealing time in order to form binary or ternary
phases which would better absorb the radiation and consequently result in higher temperatures during LA. We investigate
the reaction mechanism for LA Cu/In stacked metal precursors,
by performing ex situ XRD, Raman and composition measurements. We show that by implementing a pre-alloying step prior
to LA, the elemental gradient in the lm is largely removed,
which signicantly increases the reaction rate during LA. The
eﬀect of pre-alloying step in LA is demonstrated for the rst
time and it is shown to signicantly improve the nal material
properties. We compare these ndings with a reference sample
which has been annealed in a tube furnace for >90 min and we
show that the two materials can exhibit very similar crystallinity
and opto-electronic quality.
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Results
We rst report structural characterisation results of the
precursor layers followed by the characterisation of the
annealed samples, in order to observe changes induced by LA.
In a second step in the Discussion section, we discuss the
results and propose a growth model for the LA stacked
elemental precursor layers. A complete description of the
experimental processes and the sample information are given
in the Experimental section. A brief summary of the processed
samples is presented in Table 1, including the naming system
used in the remaining of the manuscript. Briey, the samples
are named based on the annealing dwell time, with LA times of
2, 4 and 6 s. Also, samples that have undergone a preheating
step prior to LA are prexed with “PR”. The preheating step was
included to investigate the eﬀect of pre-alloying the precursors
on the reaction completion and the nal material quality. All
precursors for LA were deposited with the appropriate metal
thicknesses, aiming for a nal thickness of 0.5 mm aer
annealing (assuming a complete reaction). Separately, two
samples were used as reference, which were annealed inside
a tube furnace and with a heating time of 90 min. Two diﬀerent
thicknesses were used for the reference samples, which will be
denoted as “thin” and “thick”. All the Cu/In precursor samples
are capped with a Se layer prior to LA.

Precursor characterisation
SEM imaging was performed to investigate the morphology of
the precursor lms. Fig. 1a shows the top-view image of the asdeposited thin Cu/In precursor which consists of 2–3 micron
laterally-sized In islands on top of a compact layer, which
contains Cu and In. Fig. 1b shows the morphology of the
precursor aer the pre-alloying step, where the In islands are
removed to a large extent, forming a smoother layer. Fig. 1c
shows a cross sectional image of the as-deposited precursor (no
prealloying step), with the Se capping layer. Indium islands are
visible on top of a thin compact layer, and a uniform conformal
Se coating is on top. Fig. 1d and e show the corresponding top
view image of an uncapped electrodeposited precursor and
a cross sectional image with Se capping. A similar morphology
is observed as in the vacuum-deposited samples, with 300 nm
total thickness of the Cu/In layers.
XRD measurements were performed on the precursor
samples for bulk phase identication (Fig. 2). The diﬀractogram
of the uncapped thin precursor sample (red) shows only peaks
that are assigned to In (green markers) and the metastable CuIn
(pink markers) and Cu2In (grey markers) phases.15,16 The XRD
pattern of the thick precursor sample (black) also shows peaks
assigned to Cu (brown marker). The XRD pattern of the thin
precursor aer Se capping is also included (blue) to conrm the
absence of the CIS phase (dotted vertical line indicates the
position of the expected 112 peak of chalcopyrite structure). The
identical pattern in the capped and uncapped precursor sample
conrms that the Se capping process does not alter the
precursor and does not cause any side reactions. Finally, the
XRD pattern of the thin precursor aer pre-alloying step (thin
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Table 1 List of the processed samples and their naming system. Samples are categorised based on the deposition method, thickness, annealing
time and the preheating step prior to annealing

Deposition method

Targeted thickness (mm)

Annealing time

Name

Name of preheated

Electro-deposition

>0.5

Vacuum

0.5

2s
6s
0 (precursor)
2s
4s
6s
90 min (ref)
0 (precursor)
90 min (ref)

ED-LA 2 s
ED-LA 6 s
Thin
LA-2 s
LA-4 s
LA-6 s
Thin oven
Thick
Thick oven

ED-PR-LA 2 s
ED-PR-LA 6 s
Thin PR
LA-PR 2 s
LA-PR 4 s
LA-PR 6 s
Thin PR oven
Thick PR
Thick PR oven

1.0

PR, green) is also included for comparison. It can be observed
that the CuIn and Cu2In minor peaks are removed, and new
peaks assigned to the Cu11In9 alloy have appeared, which is the
thermodynamically preferred phase.17

Characterisation of LA samples
LA has been performed on Cu/In/Se precursor samples, with the
laser ux kept constant at 150 W cm2 and a varied dwell time of
2, 4 and 6 s. Two sets of samples, as-deposited and pre-alloyed,
have been annealed using identical conditions. Fig. 3 summarises representative top-view SEM images for each sample and
at each LA dwell time. Na2S etching was performed on the
samples prior to imaging, to remove any unreacted selenium

Fig. 1 SEM images of the precursor samples: top view image of thin
Cu/In layers in the as-deposited state (a) and after the pre-alloying step
(b). (c) Cross sectional image of Cu/In/Se thin precursor with each layer
indicated, (d) top view image of Cu/In thin-ED precursor, (e) cross
sectional image of Cu/In/Se thin-ED precursor.
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from the surface. As a rst observation, the morphology of all
the LA-samples appears to be signicantly diﬀerent to the
precursor samples, indicating that a reaction has occurred
between the selenium and metal layers. The sample appearance
also seems to be diﬀerent between the pre-alloyed samples and
their non-pre-alloyed counterparts. The LA-2 s sample appears
to have a two layer structure, with small grains scattered on the
surface and larger grains underneath. The pre-alloyed sample
consists of smaller grains, but appears to be denser. With
regards to the LA-4 s samples, the non-prealloyed lm retains
the small grains, but the pre-alloyed lm appears to be more
crystallised. Diﬀerent grain morphologies are observed on the
surface of the 6 s samples, suggesting the presence of secondary
phases. EDS point analysis on diﬀerent features of the 6 s LA
lms (not shown) shows higher In content on the smaller
grains, which implies the presence of In-rich secondary phases
on the surface. Top-view and cross sectional images are also

Fig. 2 XRD diﬀractograms for the thick precursor (black), the thin
precursor (red), the thin precursor with the Se cap (blue) and the thin
uncapped precursor after pre-alloying (green). The dotted vertical line
indicates the expected position of 112 of CuInSe2 chalcopyrite
structure.
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SEM images of the annealed samples. Top-view images of LA
samples annealed for 2, 4, and 6 s, with and without the pre-alloying
step. The top view and cross sectional images of the reference material
(thick oven) are also included for comparison.

Fig. 3

included for the reference sample (thick oven). It appears that
the absorber is fully recrystallised throughout the bulk but the
lateral grain size is smaller (up to 300 nm), irrespective of the
pre-alloying step. These small grain sizes (<500 nm) are typically
seen in CIS lms with Cu-poor composition.18
The composition of each annealed sample was determined
by area analysis with EDS, at 1.5k magnication and 20 kV
accelerating voltage. At these measurement conditions the
measured composition should sample all the absorber and
a small part of the underlying molybdenum, as the depth of
measurement is expected to be in the micrometer range. The
eﬀect of LA dwell time on the apparent composition of the
absorber lms is summarised in Fig. 4. The Cu/In ratio is
progressively increased with the dwell time, until at 6 s the ratio
is the same as the oven annealed sample (thin oven) of 0.8. It
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should be noted that the Cu/In ratio of the thick oven sample
was 0.9. This diﬀerence is likely related to a slightly diﬀerent
metal thicknesses ratio between the two samples. The dotted
lines in Fig. 4 represent the composition of the “thin oven”
reference sample for a more consistent comparison, since the
precursor has the same thickness with the precursors used for
LA. Due to the shape of the X-ray excitation volume in the
sample,19 the apparent composition obtained by EDS is expected to be more representative of the front of the sample and
less so at the back. Therefore, the low Cu content in 2 and 4 s LA
samples gives an indication of a strong compositional grading
in the lm, with some unreacted Cu still present at the back.
The oven annealed sample with a heating time of 90 min will
have no metal composition gradient. The same Cu content
between the 6 s LA sample and the oven annealed reference
indicates better elemental intermixing, which implies
a complete reaction.
With regards to the Se content, Se/(Cu + In) ratio also
increases with dwell time, in line with the Cu content. Both
these eﬀects conrm that the longer dwell times approach
reaction completion. The Se content above stoichiometry for the
6 s samples may imply the presence of Se-rich secondary phases
and/or the presence of MoSe2. Also, the presence of remaining
residual Se on the sample aer Na2S etching cannot be
excluded. At short dwell times the Se/(Cu + In) ratio appears to
be higher in the pre-alloyed material, which implies higher
reaction rates. Oxygen was detected by EDS on the LA-PR-6 s
sample, which can be related with the lower Se content in this
sample. The oxidation is likely caused due to a small leak in the
annealing chamber.
The Mo content in at% is also plotted with respect to the
dwell time. The larger this number the thinner the CIS layer is
expected to be (on top of the Mo layer). There is a linear decrease
with the dwell time, until at 6 s the Mo content is the same as in
the oven annealed sample. This suggests that there is volume
expansion of the precursor with LA time, which is strong
evidence for an incomplete reaction at 2 and 4 s dwell times, but
close to complete reaction at 6 s dwell time.
XRD analysis was performed on the annealed samples for
bulk phase identication. Fig. 5 summarises the diﬀractograms
of four samples sets: the LA vacuum-deposited samples, their
pre-alloyed counterparts and the LA-ED samples, as well as their
pre-alloyed counterparts. As a rst observation, the diﬀraction
peaks of CuInSe2 phase are already present from 2 s LA,
however, unreacted precursor (Cu11In9) and secondary phases
including Cu2Se and In4Se3 are also evident. The intensity of the
peaks related to these phases gets progressively lower with the
heating time. The same eﬀect is observed for the pre-alloyed
group of samples, but with these phases being absent from
the LA-PR 6 s sample. At these conditions, a more phase-pure
material is obtained. It should be noted that there is evidence
for the presence of In2O3 in this sample, which is in line with
the EDS analysis and the presence of oxygen. The absence of the
secondary phases in this sample (Cu2Se/In4Se3) is strong
evidence that pre-alloying has a benecial eﬀect on the material
quality by promoting the rate of CuInSe2 formation. The same
analysis is also included for the LA-ED sample groups, where
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Summary of the composition of each sample set (with and without pre-alloying) with respect to the LA dwell time, as obtained by EDS.
The dotted lines (blue) represent the composition of the reference material (thin oven) within error (grey lines). Errors are calculated taking into
account  2 absolute atomic%.

Fig. 4

a similar eﬀect is observed. The intensity of the peaks assigned
to the secondary phases is strongly decreased with dwell time,
and the peaks are almost absent in the case of the ED-PR-6 s
sample. It should be noted, however, that in the case of ED
material there is some Cu11In9 unreacted phase remaining,
likely due to the ED precursor being thicker than the vacuum
samples.
The same patterns are presented in Fig. 6, but for a narrower
2q range corresponding to the 112 diﬀraction peak of CuInSe2.
For each sample set, the reference sample is included for
comparison. The peak gets narrower with the dwell time which
indicates a better crystalline quality. To facilitate this observation, the FWHM values and the average apparent crystalline
coherence length are plotted with the dwell time (Fig. 7). The
crystalline domain size of the samples is increased with the
dwell, approaching the values of the reference samples, which
are 245 nm for the thick oven and 350 nm for the thick PR oven.
Therefore, for the oven-annealed samples, the pre-alloying step
increases the crystallinity. This trend is however opposite for
the case of the LA samples, with the PR samples having a lower
crystalline domain size (250 nm for LA-6 s and 150 nm for LA-PR
6 s, for example). Despite the better phase purity of the prealloyed sample set, these samples seem to be composed of
smaller grains due to the diﬀerent morphology of the precursor.
This will be further discussed with a proposed growth model in
the Discussion section. Finally, the LA samples (even at 6 s dwell
times) do not yet exhibit the same narrowing of the peak as the
reference sample, and some broadening remains. This may be
related with some Cu2xSe phases still present in the lm,
which appears as a shoulder in higher 2q angles. Some broadening may also be related to structural faults or strain within the
material20 which may be caused due to the extremely fast
heating and cooling rates.
Raman spectroscopy was performed to assess the near
surface quality of the LA lms. Fig. 8 summarises the spectra
collected for both sample sets (LA series and LA-PR series) and
for each dwell time. All samples exhibit the A1 mode of CuInSe2
phase at 175 cm1. The A1 peak gets narrower with the dwell
time, which is also related with better crystalline quality.21 Peak
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tting (not shown) shows the presence of an additional peak at
183 cm1 (position marked by grey dotted line in each spectrum) for the case of 2 and 4 s LA samples. This position is likely
assigned to the CuAu (CA) ordered polytype of CuInSe2 which
could be associated with insuﬃcient annealing temperatures,
as in the case of CuInS2 material.22 The presence of CA ordering
has also been observed in CuInSe2 layers grown by molecular
beam epitaxy.23 The disappearance of the CA peak with dwell
times suggests that a higher temperature is obtained with
extended LA time or that suﬃcient dwell time has been reached
to allow the crystals to order into the chalcopyrite structure.
With regards to the PR sample set, a new mode at 149 cm1 is
evident for the 2 s sample (also marked by grey dotted line). This
peak is related with ordered defect compounds (ODC),
commonly found in very Cu-poor samples.24,25 The Raman
results are in line with the EDS composition where the 2 s
samples exhibited the lowest Cu/In ratio, indicating the highest
In composition at the surface. The presence of secondary phases, as suggested by XRD analysis, is not evident by Raman. This
can be due to the smaller measurement area (and diﬀerent
probing depth) of Raman analysis compared to XRD.
The degree of the reaction completion can also also be seen
with EDS elemental mapping on cross sectional SEM images
(Fig. S1, ESI†). Two representative samples were analysed, EDLA 6 s and ED-PR-LA 6 s. The EDS maps indicate the presence
of In-rich secondary phases (InxSey) on the surface of the ED-LA
6 s sample, but in the case of the ED-PR-LA 6 s sample the CIS
grains expand throughout the entire lm thickness. These
results are in line with the XRD analysis, which shows that the
reaction is incomplete for the 6 s sample, but the material is
phase-pure when the pre-alloying is performed prior to LA.
Finally, the opto-electronic quality of the LA-material was
assessed by calibrated PL measurements. The measurements
were performed on the LA-PR-6 s sample since XRD shows this to
be single phase, as well as on the thick PR oven reference sample,
for comparison. Both samples were etched in 10% KCN aqueous
solution for 2 minutes, to remove any residual trace oxide phases
and/or CuxSe from the surface.26 A thin CdS layer was deposited
on the samples prior to the PL measurement, to passivate the
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XRD diﬀractograms for all sample sets: LA vacuum-deposited samples (a), LA pre-alloyed samples (b), LA ED samples (c) and LA prealloyed ED samples (d) for each dwell time.

Fig. 5

absorber layer and to supress its degradation in air.26 Fig. 9 shows
that both samples exhibit a single peak emission, at 0.98 eV for
the reference material and at 0.93 eV for the LA material. These
values are close to the band gap for Cu-poor CuInSe2, expected at
0.96–0.99 eV.27 The LA sample shows a broader PL peak, with the
PL maximum red shied by 50 meV, compared to the reference.
The red shi suggests that the LA-CIS has a lower Cu/In ratio28,29
compared to the thick reference material with a Cu/In ratio of 0.9.
The feature at around 0.9 eV for the reference sample is due to
water absorption, which has not been “perfectly” spectrally corrected. The PL peak broadening of the LA sample compared to
the reference could be associated with the presence of ODC (seen

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020

by Raman for the LA-2 s sample) which are expected to have
a higher bandgap than CuInSe2 (ref. 27) and/or the presence of
CuAu ordering of CuInSe2 (also seen by Raman).
Quasi Fermi level splitting (qFLs) represents an upper limit
for the achievable open-circuit voltage (VOC) of a solar cell and
thus is a key quality indicator of solar cell device performance.19
The qFLs and the decit values are summarised in Table 2. The
qFLs has been estimated by means of ERE analysis, as described
in the Experimental section. The error associated with this value
is 20 meV due to uncertainty of the band gap estimation and
the ERE analysis. The corresponding band gaps EG (needed for
VSQ
OC) were estimated taking into consideration the PL
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maximum. A qFLs of 425 meV is calculated for the reference
sample using two diﬀerent methods, as described in the
Experimental section. The two values match very well, which
conrms the credibility of the ERE measurements. As
a comparison, the highest observed VOC to date for pure
CuInSe2 material is 515 meV.30 For the case of the LA sample,
the estimated qFLs value was 320 meV. Nonetheless, if the
bandgap is taken into account (lower bandgap value for the LA
sample), the diﬀerence in the qFLs decit (EG  qFLs) is only 60
meV. This result implies that the LA material exhibits high
optoelectronic quality, similar to the oven-annealed reference.
Discussion and future directions
Based on the XRD analysis we can deduct qualitative phase
information from the samples. The bar chart in Fig. 10 indicates
how the intensity of the main diﬀraction peaks of each phase
progresses with the dwell time, for each sample set. Based on
this analysis and in combination with the rest of the results, we
can elucidate the reaction mechanism for LA of Cu/In stacked
precursors.
A proposed reaction path is depicted in Fig. 11. For the nonprealloyed samples, the initial precursor is composed of In
islands on top of a Cu compact layer, with some metal intermixing at the interface. This precursor stack only weakly
absorbs the 1064 nm radiation,7 and as a result there is a strong
elemental gradient remaining in the sample aer LA at short
dwell times. Based on the EDS and XRD results, CIS already
forms aer 2 s LA, but the reaction is incomplete. The high In
content in these samples implies that there is still

Fig. 6 XRD patterns at a narrower 2q range corresponding to the 112
reﬂection of CIS for each sample set: LA vacuum-deposited samples
(a), LA pre-alloyed samples (b), LA ED samples (c) and LA pre-alloyed
ED samples (d). The XRD patterns of the thick oven reference samples
are also included for comparison.
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a compositional gradient, with In-rich phases present at the
surface. In combination with the XRD analysis, this suggests
that Cu and In secondary phases are formed, with the InxSey
phases likely formed rst at the front of the samples. This
agrees with the RTP study of Mainz et al.,31 but is opposite to
that found by Hergert et al.12 Briey, Mainz et al. heated CuInGa
stacks from room temperature to 600  C in 90 s with a nonlinear temperature ramp and investigated the phase composition with both in situ and ex situ characterisation techniques. At
500  C, or aer 30 s of heating, In–Se phases were observed at
the top of the sample. Thereaer at 550  C, which occurs aer
40 s of heating, Cu–Se phases were observed in addition.31
Contrarily, Hergert et al. observed that CuSe2 is formed prior to
In4Se3 while heating CuIn metal stacks from room temperature
to 425  C at a rate of 0.44  C s1.12 The laser annealing results
reported here are consistent with the higher heating rate of
Mainz et al.31 suggesting that temperatures of at least 550–
600  C were reached within two seconds.
With increasing dwell times, the binary phases react with
each other, forming CIS at the interface of In metal and Cu11In9
alloy. The CIS layer further grows with annealing time, while the
secondary phases are being consumed. EDS analysis also shows
volume expansion with the dwell time, with the LA-6 s sample
approaching the thickness of the reference material. The oven
annealed sample with a heating time of 90 min is fully recrystallised and it is expected to have no metal composition
gradient. The similar sample thickness (comparable Mo signal)
and Cu/In ratio between the LA 6 s sample and the reference
sample suggest that the LA material approaches reaction
completion. In comparison, for the RTP of Mainz et al.,31
CuInSe2 was rst observed at 560  C, achieved aer 55 s of
heating, and the full metal stack was fully converted into the
ternary semiconductor aer 90 s where the temperature reached
600  C. In other words, 45 s were required to go from the rst
observation of CuInSe2 to the complete layer conversion.31
Having said this, based on the XRD analysis of the LA-6 s
sample, a small amount of secondary phases remain, as well as
some unreacted precursor in the form of the Cu11In9 alloy. The
incomplete reaction and the strong elemental gradient in LA
lms have also been observed in RTP-annealed metallic
precursors with stoichiometric Se amount.12 At the same time,
when Se was supplied in excess (10 times more), the secondary

Fig. 7 Summary of the FWHM of the CIS 112 peak of all samples and

the average crystal coherence length calculated using the Scherrer
formula.
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phases were not observed.12 This could suggest that the strong
elemental gradient in LA material is related to an insuﬃcient Se
partial pressure.
With regards to the CIS phase, its composition and structure
also change with the dwell time. Specically, the Cu content
increases with the dwell time. At short annealing times the CIS
phase (at least to some extent) is in the form of ODCs, as seen by
Raman. Longer annealing times promote the Cu inclusion in
the structure, such that the CIS composition approaches the
composition of the reference material, but the material remains
Cu-poor. The Cu-poor composition of CIS can also be observed
by PL, with the PL peak being red shied compared to the
bandgap of pure CIS.28,29 Apart from the composition, there is
evidence for a change of the cation ordering in CIS, with short
annealing times favouring the CA polytype phase. Based on
Raman analysis, the CA polytype phase is progressively disappearing with annealing time, and the chalcopyrite (CH) phase
becomes the dominant structure. Further investigation in the
cation ordering of the CIS phase and distinction between CA/
CH structures is required, which will be done in future work.
A further consequence of the changing sample composition
with time is the diﬃculty to model its temperature time prole,
since all the optical and thermal properties depend heavily on
the chemical composition. As discussed above, the metal
stacked precursors of Mainz et al. required 45 s at temperatures
above 560  C to ensure that the whole of the layer consisted of
ternary semiconductors.31 This suggests that the laser annealed
sample must have been at least at this temperature, if not
higher. Previous attempts to model such proles assumed the
presence of unchanging phases.7 Essentially once either binary
or ternary selenides have formed, under 1064 nm irradiation
with a power of 150 W cm2 it was found that the samples
reached a temperature of 650  C aer 1 s, and the prole of the
heating curve suggested that a steady state temperature of
700  C would be reached aer 1.5 s. Given that the analysis of
the LA 2 s sample clearly shows the presence of binary and
ternary compounds, it is likely that the sample then reaches
a maximum temperature of 700  C aer 3.5 s annealing.
For the pre-alloyed precursor material, all the Cu is alloyed
with In to form the Cu11In9 alloy, with excess In remaining on
the surface. In islands are atter and more spread out in

comparison to the non-pre-alloyed sample. It should be noted
that the Cu11In9 alloy is present in both sample sets, however, it
forms at an earlier stage in the pre-alloyed samples. This fact
causes two separate eﬀects. First, the reaction rate for CIS
formation is enhanced, due to better metal intermixing prior to
LA. This was illustrated with several methods: EDS analysis
shows a slightly higher Cu and Se content, which conrms
a better intermixing. XRD analysis shows the disappearance of
In4Se3 and Cu11In9 peaks for the LA-PR-6 s sample, whilst these
phases are still present in the LA-6 s sample. Similarly, EDS
mapping on the cross sectional images (Fig. S2, ESI†) shows the
same eﬀect, with the ED-PR-6 s approaching reaction completion, whilst the ED-6 s counterpart sample containing In-rich
phases towards the front. Overall, the pre-alloying step
enhances the reaction rate and can result in phase-pure material for 6 s annealing time.
Separately, pre-alloying seems to inuence the grain
morphology, resulting in a smaller CIS grain size upon LA. This
is likely related to the morphology of the pre-alloyed precursor
lm. The spreading of the In islands (Fig. 1) increases the
contact area with the underlying precursor layer. This causes
a higher density of nucleation sites and as a result, grains are
smaller but more densely packed32 than the non-pre-alloyed
sample. The diﬀerence in the grain size between the two
sample sets can be observed from the crystalline domain size
(Fig. 7).
In conclusion, a 6 s annealing time seems to be suﬃcient for
a complete reaction, provided that the metal precursor is
alloyed prior to LA. We have shown that samples processed in
these conditions approach phase-purity, with crystalline quality
similar to the reference material annealed at equilibrium
conditions. The crystalline quality is indicated by the narrowing
of the main CIS chalcopyrite peaks in XRD and the A1 CIS
vibrational mode in Raman, where the peaks approach the
FWHM values of the reference sample. Finally, the qFLs decit
(EG  qFLs) obtained by PL analysis of the LA-PR-6 s sample is
only 60 meV lower than the reference, which conrms the high
opto-electronic quality of LA-CIS.

Raman spectra of LA samples (a) and their pre-alloyed counterparts (b). The dotted line at 183 cm1 is likely assigned to the CuAu
polytype phase of CuInSe2.

Fig. 9 PL spectra of the Oven-PR (thick PR oven) reference sample
and LA-PR 6 s sample, measured at equivalent illumination of 11 suns.
Both spectra have been normalised to facilitate comparison.

Fig. 8
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Based on peak broadening in Raman and PL peaks, structural defects may be present in the LA material. The nature of
these structural defects and their eﬀect on device performance
remains unclear. Key to future improvement will be the elimination of these defects. Further, the precursor morphology and
intermixing should be further investigated, as it appears to be
very critical for this application. An ideal precursor conguration should have a continuous coating of In on top of Cu, rather
than In islands, so that the contact area between the metal
layers is bigger. In this way, the Cu will not remain exposed to Se
vapour during LA, CuxSe phases will form at a later stage and
will not limit the reaction rate for CIS formation. A precursor
with intimately mixed metals, as in the case of co-sputtered Cu/
In precursor,11 is expected to exhibit higher reaction rates.
In terms of precursor composition, the targeted Cu/In ratio
in this work was 0.8–0.9. Since some of the Cu remains at the
back of the sample aer LA, the overlying CIS appears to be even
more Cu-poor. To mitigate this eﬀect, the precursors should be
made more Cu-rich, which will further improve the crystallinity
and opto-electronic properties of the absorber. Also, the targeted absorber thickness was 0.5 mm, which appears to be the
optimum thickness for the LA parameters used. Slightly thicker
samples, as in the case of ED samples, appear to still have some
unreacted Cu11In9 alloy at the back (Fig. 5, sample ED-PR-LA 6
s). This suggests that for absorbers in the range of 1 mm thickness, which would be optimum for photon absorption,33 the LA
conditions would have to be adjusted accordingly.

Experimental section
Two separate precursor types were used for this study. Most of
the analysis was performed on vacuum-deposited layers,
comprised of sputtered Cu and thermally evaporated In.
Vacuum-deposited samples were primarily used for LA to
facilitate the characterisation, as they are more uniform over the
sample area compared to electro-deposited precursors. The
thicknesses of Mo/Cu/In layers were 750, 90 and 225 nm,
respectively. These samples are denoted as “thin”. The same
type of sample, but with Cu and In layer thicknesses of 155 and
385 nm instead, are denoted as “thick”. One of each precursors
(thin and thick) were annealed in a tube furnace to be used as
reference samples, whilst LA is only performed on thin samples.
The precursors were prepared targeting a Cu/In ratio of 0.8–0.9
and a nal absorber thickness of 0.5 and 1 mm aer selenisation, for the thin and thick precursors respectively.
The second group of precursors was prepared by electrodeposition of Cu using an alkaline aqueous bath,34 followed by In
electrodeposited in an ionic liquid.16 Both sets of precursors

were prepared on a molybdenum-coated soda-lime glass
substrate of 2 mm thickness. The electro-deposited precursors
were deposited targeting similar Cu/In thicknesses (and eventually composition) as the thin vacuum precursors and were
controlled by tuning the total charge passed during each
deposition. These samples will be denoted as “thin-ED”. Finally,
excess Se was deposited onto the Cu/In layers by thermal
evaporation. During Se evaporation, the sample temperature
was set to room temperature, to avoid any reactions between the
metals and Se vapour. The real temperature during evaporation
was monitored with a thermocouple located at the back of the
substrates, which did not exceed 21  C during deposition. The
nal Se thickness was 800 nm.
LA was performed using a CW Nd:YAG solid state laser,
which emits a wavelength of 1064 nm. A 2  2 mm aperture was
placed in the laser path, and a laser ux 150 W cm2 was kept
constant and measured aer the aperture. The sample was
placed inside a sealed chamber with a transparent heated
window and the chamber was purged with nitrogen gas prior to
LA. The window is heated to 150  C in order to maintain
a partial pressure of selenium above the sample during LA,
which was found to be critical for good re-crystallisation of
mixed elemental precursors.7 The chamber was mounted on
a controlled x-y stage to raster the laser beam across the sample.
The laser rastering is illustrated in the schematic of Fig. S2
(ESI†). The beam was scanned horizontally from one side to the
other, and then vertically translated by 1.5 mm, before being
horizontally scanned again in the opposite direction. The
horizontal lines scanned by the laser are partially overlapping to
eliminate material non-uniformities that may be caused by the
Gaussian laser beam intensity prole. Samples will be named
based on the heating dwell time, which is the amount of time
a single spot is heated, therefore dividing the beam size with the
scan rate. The annealing dwell time is varied from 2 to 6 s,
which corresponds to scan rates of 1 to 0.33 mm s1. All
samples were etched aer LA in Na2S 0.5 M aqueous solution to
remove any unreacted Se on the surface and to facilitate
characterisation.
Two separate samples were annealed in a tube furnace as the
reference samples and they are denoted as “thin or thick oven”.
The sample was placed inside a graphite box with Se powder
and the annealing was performed in a closed reactor with

Table 2 Summary of the estimated bandgap values, qFLs and deﬁcit
for the LA-PR 6 s and oven reference sample

Sample

EG (eV)

qFLs at 1 sun (eV)

Decit EG  qFLs (eV)

Oven PR
LA PR 6 s

0.978
0.930

0.425
0.320

0.55
0.61
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Fig. 10 Bar chart representing the relative change in intensity of the
main XRD peaks for each phase, as a function of the dwell time.
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a starting pressure of 30 mbar. A three step annealing recipe was
used, at 100, 400 and 580  C, and for 30, 15 and 30 min dwell
time in each step, respectively. Including the heating rate of the
oven (45  C min1), the total heating time for this sample
exceeds 90 min. A three stage annealing step has been shown to
improve crystallisation, grain growth and selenium incorporation in the absorber lm.35,36
A mild heating step was implemented for a group of
precursor samples to promote the alloying between Cu and In
layers, prior to LA. Each pre-alloyed sample set will be denoted
with the prex “PR”. The pre-alloying step was performed for
the Cu/In precursors (prior to the deposition of the Se “capping”
layer) on a hot plate at 200  C inside a nitrogen-lled glove
box.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis were performed using
a Hitachi SU 70 electrical microscope. X-ray diﬀraction (XRD)
measurements were made using a Bruker system with Cu Ka
radiation and in q–2q Bragg–Brentano geometry. The XRD
measurements were performed near the centre of each LA area,
with a xed incident beam width of 3 mm. The apparent crystalline coherence length has been calculated based with the
FWHM values, using the Scherrer formula, with the Scherrer
constant (K) of 1.37 The instrumental response function is
measured using an Al2O3 standard. Raman measurements were
performed with a Renishaw inVia micro-Raman spectrometer,
using a 532 nm laser excitation at a power of 0.2 mW and a laser
beam spot size of 0.9 mm. Finally, calibrated photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed using
a 663 nm diode laser as the excitation source. For photon
counting and for quasi Fermi level splitting (qFLs) evaluation,
two corrections are applied to the raw data. The spectral
correction is performed using a reference white light lamp with
a known spectrum. For the intensity correction, the laser power
and the beam diameter were measured with a power meter and
a CCD-camera, respectively. In this way, the incident photon

RSC Advances
ux is estimated and was related to the photon ux of the AM
1.5 sun spectrum above the CIS absorber layer sample bandgap.
The qFLs has been estimated by means of the external radiative
eﬃciency (ERE) analysis, considering that:
VSQ
OC  qFLs ¼ kT ln ERE
With VSQ
OC the Shockley–Queisser open circuit voltage. For the
case of the reference sample (thick oven) the qFLs value was also
estimated by means of the generalized Planck's law38 which
describes the PL yield as a function of the absorptivity,
temperature and band gap.19

Conclusions
Metal stacked layers were laser annealed to form CIS thin lms
with annealing times of up to 6 s, a much shorter timescale
compared to conventional annealing routes. The reaction
mechanism was presented by analysing ex situ X-ray diﬀractograms, Raman spectra and composition data. We show that the
CIS formation occurs via the formation of CuxSe/InxSey binary
phases, as in the case of oven annealing. For the rst time, a prealloying step is applied on precursors for laser annealing, and it
was shown to drastically promote elemental intermixing and to
enhance the reaction rate. Laser annealing for six seconds
approaches near phase-pure material which exhibits similar
crystalline quality and opto-electronic properties as the reference material annealed in a tube furnace. The estimated qFLs
decit for this material is only 60 meV lower than the reference
sample, which highlights the potential of LA CIS for solar cell
processing. Some structural defects may be present in the
material which will be eliminated in future work.
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